
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a benefits analyst. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for benefits analyst

Serve as subject matter expert on Affordable Care Act, providing analytic and
reporting support for proper employee and IRS notifications.Review and
monitor seasonal workforce to determine any risk for benefit eligibility
Working with Benefits Manager, serve as a liaison between employees and
the appropriate benefit provider for questions regarding benefit programs
and processes, escalating to our third party broker where appropriate
Support Benefits Manager on project planning and implementation related to
open enrollment at all sites and ensure information, materials and education
are received at all locations to ensure effective and timely enrollment
Serve as resource to HR Business Partners on Leave of Absence (LOA)
administration for appropriate client groups
Leads relocation and global mobility programs through vendor assessments,
needs analysis and making recommendations for program and process
improvements while reducing costs to the company and employees.Partners
with payroll to insure correct taxable and non-taxable IRS rules are applied
Collects and analyzes health insurance experience (claims, administrative fees
and premiums)
Assist in counseling employees on benefits coverage
Works with third party vendors and administrators to ensure consistent,
accurate plan operations
Reviews and interprets various benefit plan documents to ensure compliance,
respond to inquiries and resolve issues
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Qualifications for benefits analyst

4-year degree in Human Resource Management, Labor Relations, or a related
field of study preferred
Must have at least 3-5 years of experience conducting research, analyzing and
interpreting data, and recommending solutions to complex problems
Experience with Lawson, Benefit Focus, Smart Ben are plus
Must have the ability to interpret and convey policies and summarize plan
descriptions as they relate to employee benefit plans
Must be detail-oriented, able to appropriately manage confidential
information, and demonstrate the ability to influence
Open enrollment and new vendor implementation lead


